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INTRODUCTION

Drumlins are commonly connected with an active ice body, and their inner deformations seem to result both from varying shearing stress and from lithologic inhomogeneity. Conservation of drumlins in a marginal zone of active ice is due to its resistance to shearing stress.

Preliminary classification of drumlins is always based on their morphologic description, what results in a varied inner structure, both in lithology and setting of sediments. A drumlin is usually found to present a tripartite structure:

- a glaciofluvial, lenticular core, resting on a bedrock (mostly lower till), covered with a thin upper till;
- glaciofluvial core that mantles emerging bedrock heights (protodrumlins) covered with the upper till;
- glaciofluvial core that mantles a protodrumlin, composed of the glaciodislocated lower till and covered with the upper till.

A protodrumlin is a component of a drumlin and is commonly defined as an emerging bedrock fragment resistant to glacial erosion. It is composed either of a lithic rock or of a glaciodislocated till. The prefix 'proto' means a primary element if its origin is concerned, and determines the derivation of a drumlin.

Drumlins are the outstanding landscape features characteristic of their specific shapes and collective occurrence. They are especially distinct in a fresh glacial landscape and are easily identified, both on topographic maps and in the field. Drumlins in the Polish territory have been studied for over 100 years (Keilhack, 1896; Werth, 1909; Ebers, 1926; Nechay, 1927; Pawłowski, 1927, Dylikowa, 1952; Jewtuchowicz, 1956; Wiśniewski, 1956; Niewiarowski, 1959; Roszkówna, 1961; Liberacki, 1961; Ber, 1968; Baranowski, 1969, 1977, 1979; Lamparski, 1972; Rudnicki, 1979). It resulted in a detailed description of drumlin fields, accompanied by their interpretation and original theories of their development (Lamparski, 1972). A renewed interest in Polish drumlins has begun lately (Wysota, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1995, 2004; Olszewski, 1994, 1995a, b, 1997; Piotrowski, Wysota, 2001).

The Zbójno drumlin field in the Dobrzyń Lakeland (Fig. 1) is the southernmost drumlin area in Poland. It occupies an area of about 130 km². Drumlins are located in a channel-like basin in the proximal part of the Chrostkowo end moraines. A fragment (30 km²) of the central part of the


Drumlins at Zbójno, Dobrzyń Lakeland, are located in a channel-like terminal basin, in the proximal part of the Chrostkowo end moraines. A fragment of the drumlin field was examined in detail. The drumlins are elongated ridges, parallel to one another and to the basin margins. Their orientation is parallel to perpendicular with regard to the presumed regional direction of the ice sheet advance. The drumlins' geological structure is tripartite, including a lower till, a glaciofluvial core and a covering upper till. Georadar examination indicated the presence and extension of glaciotectonic deformations of the lower till. It is squeezed up to 3 m above its primary setting and forms protodrumlins that have not, however, the bed bumps that stimulated a lee-side deposition. Protodrumlins are usually absent along a drumlin axis, but they occur also in pairs. They could both initiate but also terminate drumlin development when thawing appeared in the subglacial zone and the ice body was disintegrated into dead-ice blocks. Glaciofluvial cores are less deformed than the lower till: their sediments are stratified, but commonly uplifted towards a protodrumlin.
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Drumlin field was examined in detail. Drumlins at Zbójno are elongated ridges parallel to one another and to basin margins (Fig. 2). Their orientation varies greatly from parallel to perpendicular in regard to the accepted regional direction of the ice sheet advance.

METHODS

Morphometric measurements
Drumlins at Zbójno have quite composite shapes. Single hills have even up to a dozen local summits, therefore the short axis was measured every 50–100 m at narrowings and heights. The maximum, minimum and mean values of all the parameters for every feature were calculated, supplied also with a drumlin length / width ratio.

Georadar examination
It detected inner deformations in drumlins and enabled reconstruction of their development. Nineteen sounding sections were examined (total length about 7000 m), including 4 sections along inter-drumlin depressions, 5 sections along hogbacks and 10 transversal sections. The sections formed a net whose junctions were precisely located with the use of GPS.

Drillings
Verification of archival boreholes, supplemented with examination of a few small outcrops, enabled to choose an area for georadar examination. The geologic structure of drumlins was documented with special drillings (12 boreholes, total depth over 100 m).

DRUMLIN MORPHOMETRY

Drumlins at Zbójno are not typical: they are extremely elongated (Fig. 2), generally up to 500 m (65%), but as much as 12% of them are over 2000 m (the longest drumlin is 4393 m long). Drumlin width is mostly 55–95 m. Therefore, finding a relation between the length and width of drumlins does not seem to be reasonable; on the other hand, there is a strict relation between their width and height (Fig. 3).

Slope inclination is uniform, except the drumlins that are transversally asymmetric. Thus, the width depends on primary height of the landforms. The described anomalies in drumlins are reflected by their mean ratio of length to maximum width, equal to 11.2. This value makes the morphometry of the drumlins to have no equivalents, either far distant (Jauhianen, 1975; Piotrowski, 1987, 1989) or closer ones. In the neighbouring Chełmno and Dobrzyń Lakelands,
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Fig. 2. Relief of the Zbójno drumlin field
2 pav. Zbójno drumlinų lauko reljefas

Fig. 3. Morphometry of drumlins at Zbójno:
A – drumlin length, B – drumlin height
3 pav. Zbójno drumlinų morfometrija: A – ilgis,
B – aukštas
the length/width ratio was estimated at 2.3 to 3.0, width being equal to 41.6 m (Wysota, 1993). The width at the Zbójno field is equal to 67.0 m.

**INTERPRETATION OF GEORADAR EXAMINATION RESULTS**

Detecting the depth of the lower till was of primary importance. The soundings were arranged in a regular network, but the dense vegetation cover as well as numerous water bodies and marshes disrupted it locally, especially in inter-drumlin depressions. The available sounding depth seems sufficient to find deformations in drumlins whose height is locally greater than the sounding depth equal to 6 m. All georadar sections indicate presence of inner structures parallel to the land surface (Fig. 4). The results of soundings, supported by results of drillings, can be classified into three groups.

The first group comprises sections along drumlin ridges running across their 1–3 local heights. Within the lower till, there are deformations with a maximum amplitude of about 2 m. No longitudinal asymmetry of protodrumlins was noted; therefore, there were no indications of ice sheet advance direction or of glacial erosion in the proximal part.

The second group is composed of soundings along the inter-drumlin depressions. However, water reservoirs either disrupted or deflected the expected sections. There are regular reflections to a depth of 2.0–2.5 m, but 3–5 of them record presumably the successive deposition phases within the inter-drumlin depressions. Therefore, the primary depth of these depressions could be even as much as 2.5 m. Beneath these depressions, there are two weaker reflections at a depth of 4.5 and 5.5 m, but they occur already within the lower till.

The third group of soundings comprises the sections that are roughly parallel to one another, at distances of about 50–75 m each. Their inner structure is similar, with diapirs of the lower till, a bipartite glaciofluvial core and non-central location of the second buried height.

Electromagnetic waves penetrate into soil perpendicularly to the surface, and it is especially misleading for the interpretation of such minute features as the Zbójno drumlins.

**Fig. 4.** Interpretation of georadar sections (examples)

*4 pav. Georadaru gautų duomenų interpretacija*
Not all reflections are supported by the geological structure examined in boreholes; principally, some of them double the land surface.

**GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF DRUMLINS**

The structure of drumlins at Zbójno implies they were modelled in a soft bedrock susceptible to plastic deformations. The drumlins are composed of a lower till, a glaciofluvial core and a covering upper till (Fig. 5). Both tills vary in their grain size composition: the lower contains generally less coarse grains i.e. 4.6% of sand and 5.4% of gravel and boulders (Jewtuchowicz, 1956).

**Lower till**
The lower till is most intensively deformed, squeezed even 3 m above its primary position. Its top is generally parallel to land surface, rising up to 2–3 m in the axial part and dipping steeply in depressions between the hills, even to a depth of 8.5 m beneath a drumlin base. The amplitude of deformations varies from about 4.5 m to over 12 m. The lower till is sandy brown and massive. It contains occasional sandy and sandy-gravel lenses and streaks, each up to 10 cm thick, accompanied by scarce boulders up to several dozen centimetres in diameter.

Squeezed diapirs of the lower till could act as protodrumlins; however, they were not bed bumps that stimulated a lee-side deposition. Linearly orientated protodrumlins are accompanied neither by glacial erosion nor deposition; therefore, their modelling under an active ice body seems hardly possible. Protodrumlins do not occur usually at drumlin axes and there are occasionally more than one of them in the transversal section.

**Glaciofluvial core**
Glaciofluvial cores of drumlins are considerably less deformed. The sediments are composed of stratified sands and sands with gravels. The structure is predominated by flat and cross-stratification (Jewtuchowicz, 1956), with varied azimuths and inclination (to 5–46º). The material is not uniformly sorted: it is mainly gravel, seldom sand and contains also scarce pebbles. Sediments of the glaciofluvial core are commonly deformed close to a protodrumlin. It means that a steering deforming force acted mostly beneath the glaciofluvial sediments and was almost entirely absorbed by the lower till.

**Upper till**
It is from a dozen centimetres at drumlin tops to over 3 m thick at the flanks. The till is distinctly stratified, with a characteristic leaf-like structure and detachment planes parallel to the top of glaciofluvial deposits. The inclination of these planes is similar to the drumlin slopes and changes from almost horizontal at the top to almost vertical ones at flanks. The plane strike is parallel to the longer axis of the drumlins.
Inter-drumlin depressions are occupied by small water reservoirs, occasionally elongated and commonly parallel to drumlin longer axes. Depression systems resemble a channel net, indicating a significant role of meltwaters in landscape development (Lamparski, 1972). The lower till in the inter-drumlin depressions is covered by clayey and locally sandy grey deposits, in places rather thick. They are overlain by a thin (1–2 m) peat or sandy-clayey deluvium. At the saddles that separate local drumlin heights, the depressions are infilled only by a thin deluvium resting straight on the lower till.

A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF DRUMLIN FORMATION

Morphometric measurements indicate that only about 6% of drumlins at Zbójno have their length / width ratio equal to 3 and that in as much as 40% of them it is four times larger (Fig. 3). It is, however, striking that drumlins can be easily correlated almost across the whole study area (Fig. 2). Thus, their creative factor acted on a macro-scale and could be later replaced by erosion, transversal to elongation of the drumlins.
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Fig. 6. Crevasses in the ice sheet body, developed by stress over an inclined bedrock. Gray arrow indicates the direction of ice sheet movement; after Röthlisberger and Lang (1987), modified.
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Fig. 7. Ice sheet movement according to the authors (white arrow) against regional ice sheet movement (white dashed arrow) after Lamparski (1972) and orientation of drumlins (black arrows).
The Zbójno drumlins contain protodrumlins inside, composed of the lower till. Their setting is commonly non-axial and considerably varies, and even within a single feature there is more than a single diapir. However, it has not formed an obstacle for a lee-side glaciofluvial deposition but was rather orm-in-form, running locally along the whole drumlin hill.

Therefore, in the case of favourable factors of the ground and a relatively high extra loading, an expulsion of sediments from under the hypothetical dead ice blocks could be possible (Fig. 5). The varied inclination of the bedrock made the semi-plastic body of the glacier be subjected in turn to tension and to extension (Fig. 6). The newly created crevasses were kept preserved in the ice body and became open as deep and narrow cracks during intensive melting. If the present drumlins are to be considered as an image of the cracks that were filled, according to supraglacial theory, by glaciofluvial deposits, then the distribution of dead ice blocks in the Zbójno drumlin field can be reconstructed.

A hypothetical ice block between the neighbouring drumlins (Fig. 7) could deform the lower till: the forces acted non-axially and the deforming element was tilted. In such a case, the resulting leverage intensified the deformations and more than a single protodrumlin could be formed, commonly in a non-axial setting.

The crevasses in the ice body developed parallel to morphologic escars. If an ice sheet enters a basin-like depression, the crevasses in its surface run semi-circular, resembling these escars. The extension on the convex slopes is active on the ice surface, whereas on the concave slopes a tension is possible at the contact of the ice sole and the bedrock. It does seem obvious that the non-typical setting of drumlins at Zbójno, the common change of their orientation and a semi-circular system in the centre of the study area, all resemble a system of crevasses in an ice sheet that entered a vast depression.

CONCLUSIONS

– Drumlins at Zbójno are long, even several kilometres long ridges composed of tills and glaciofluvial deposits. The drumlins run parallel to one another and have characteristic sinusoidal transversal profiles.

– Georadar investigations have proven presence of glaciotectonic deformations within drumlins. The lower till is deformed and has been squeezed from the bottom of the drumlin up to 3 m in its inner part. Such squeezing, locally in non-axially arranged diapirs, formed the protodrumlins.

– A protodrumlin could be either a primary element with an erosive contact, but also it could be formed much later when the modelling processes of a drumlin have been already considerably far-advanced.

– Deformations of glaciofluvial deposits are particularly intensive at the contact with the diapirs. The bedding in the glaciofluvial core is more inclined in the drumlins in which the lower till penetrated more upwards in their inner part.
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